Henri Cartier-Bresson e gli
altri ( Henri Cartier-Bresson
and the others)

From November 11 to February 7, 2016, in Milan, Palazzo della
Ragione hosts “Henri Cartier-Bresson and others – The Great
photographers and Italy”, the second stage of an exhibition
began
with
Italy
Inside
Out.
–
See
more
at:http://palazzodellaragionefotografia.it

Nobuyoshi Araki, Michael Ackerman, Jordi Bernadó, Elina
Brotherus, Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, Gregory
Crewdson, John Davies, Joan Fontcuberta, Harry Gruyaert, Alex
Hütte, Art Kane, William Klein, Irene Kung, Herbert List, Guy
Mandery, Iroyuki Masuyama, Steve Mccurry, Joel Meyerowitz,
Sarah Moon, Abelardo Morell, Helmut Newton, Claude Nori,
Martin Parr, Mark Power, Bernard Plossu, Sebastião Salgado,
David Seymour, George Tatge, Thomas Struth, Alexey Titarenko,
Hans Van Der Meer, Cuchi White, Jay Wolke, Sophie Zénon.
Info: T + 39 0243353535 – www.palazzodellaragionefotografia.it
Tue, Wed, Fri and Sun 9.30 – 20.30; Thu and Sat 9.30 – 22.30;
closed monday

Social:
facebook.com/Palazzodellaragionefotografia
twitter: @palazzoragione
: www.clponline.it

Steve
McCurry
“Unguarded
Moment”- Hermitage Museum –
Saint Petersburg – Russia –

Steve McCurry
Shaolin monks training
Zhengzhou, China. 2004
press release
Steve McCurry was born in 1950 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
In 1974 he graduated cum laude from Pennsylvania State
University, where he studied film and theatrical arts. Having
chosen photojournalism as a profession, he worked on a local
newspaper for a few years. In 1978 he made his first journey
to India. With the help of a group of refugees, he managed to
cross the Afghan border from Pakistan and reach the territory
under rebel control. At that time Afghanistan was closed to

Western journalists due to the entry of Soviet forces and
McCurry became the first photographer to succeed in showing
the world images of the conflict. McCurry travelled around
Afghanistan illegally, disguised as a local inhabitant. He
grew a beard and dressed in the local manner, sewing reels of
film into his clothing. He managed to bring back a whole
series of pictures and to become the first to show the world
the tragedy of the Afghan people.
Since that time McCurry has travelled around a great many
countries. In his works he shows military conflicts,
disappearing peoples, ancient traditions and the modern world,
focussing each time on an individual human story. When
covering wars and armed conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, Yemen,
Lebanon, Yugoslavia, Cambodia and the Philippines, he has
always striven to show the human dimension of those events,
looking at them through the eyes of the local inhabitants.
The poetry of McCurry’s photographs is founded on insights
into a person’s psychological states. The main attention in
his works is devoted to people’s faces. He shows brutality,
violence and humanitarian crises through the images of those
who, against their will, have become victims of tragic events.
We see human beings suffering, wretched, devastated; their
profound looks captivate us. Attention to the state of the
individual enables Steve McCurry to extract his personages
from everyday life, turning their faces into symbols. The
reporting approach unexpectedly proves no more than a means to
capturing the very essence of things. The same can be said of
the photographs of cities and localities. Those almost always
contain people that seem to have got into the shot by chance.
They give it a human dimension, pointing to the human being’s
exact place in the cosmos.
Steve McCurry’s exhibition makes it possible to present his
works in the context of outstanding creations by artists of
past centuries. The photographer’s pictures will remain in the
Hermitage’s collection as their creator is making a gift of

them to the museum’s Department of Contemporary Art. Here they
will be alongside drawings, prints and early photographs
produced by artist travellers of the past. Those include
materials from geographical expeditions that recorded the
appearance of inhabitants of Siberia and the Far East and
drawings made during military campaigns in the Caucasus and
journeys around Central Russia. All these images of the world
set down in the form in which they presented themselves to a
person, record our emotions and feelings, preserving them for
history and ultimately enabling us to better understand
ourselves.
The exhibition features over 80 works by the artist, including
the famous portrait of the “Afghan Girl”, a piercing image
that has since been rated the most recognizable picture in the
over-100-year history of the magazine National Geographic.
The exhibition Steve McCurry “Unguarded Moment” has been
prepared by the State Hermitage’s Department of Contemporary
Art as part of the Hermitage 20/21 project that aims at
collecting, exhibiting and studying the art of the 20th and
21st centuries. A catalogue has been produced for the
exhibition with text by Dmitry Ozerkov.
The exhibition is taking place with the participation and
support of Maxim Artsinovich, President of the Maximilian Art
Foundation.
About the Exhibition
When:
30.09.2015 – 22.11.2015
Where:
The General Staff Building
Remarks:
Entry ticket to the museum includes access to the exhibition

